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IntrODUCTION
Hello and welcome to Cardography™! We believe this is
the perfect companion for your favorite roleplaying game.
Cardography is meant to be utilized to enhance your
gameplay, and to enrich the players’ experience. If at any
point you feel like something within the story should change
to make your friends have a more enjoyable time, by all
means do it!
There are quite a few ways that you can use Cardography in
game play. They are bulleted out below, but we wanted to
go into a bit more detail here to get your ideas going.
Growing up we all loved gigantic dungeon maps that would
allow campaigns to last for months on end. Those were a
huge inspiration for creating the dungeon within this deck.
First and foremost you can run an entire campaign using the
cards in the layout that they were originally created. See the
map in its full glory. We also loved the idea of being able to
play quick pick up dungeon crawls. If you and a couple of
friends are waiting for the doors to a convention to open up
and you want to kill some time playing your favorite RPG,
arrange a few of your Cardography dungeon cards, and see
where the adventure takes you!
Throughout these pages are everything you need to take
your characters on exciting quests, over and over again! The
way you choose to lay out the dungeon will create a new
adventure each time that will be exciting for both you, as a
Game Master, and the friends you play with.
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Game Master’s Guide
to the Fiery Pits
PREPARING THE ADVENTURE
WAYS TO PLAY
The module and cards of the Fiery Pits can be played
three ways:
As a complete structured campaign (using the map
in its original layout)
As serialized adventures (using the cards in the
numbered order)
As a random adventure (selecting any number of
cards to create your own map)
We suggest playing Atmar’s Cardography™ Enter the
Fiery Pits in its entirety. Then try one of our alternate
scenarios below, or make your own variation.

ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS
Terror of the Fiery Pits: Shuffle all the cards and
traverse a randomized dungeon.
Combat Conquest: Select the cards with these room
numbers (7, 13, 35, and 42) shuffle them, dealing them
out at random.
Quick Crawl: Select thirteen random cards and shuffle
them, dealing them out at random.
Forever Campaign: Mix & match this deck with cards
from other Cardography decks.
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ADJUSTING THE ADVENTURE
The Fiery Pits is designed for adventuring groups of four to
six heroes. Each adventuring group is different. If the GM
feels the encounters of The Fiery Pits are too challenging
or not challenging enough they may elect to adjust them
accordingly. Adding one additional creature per character
is an easy on the fly adjustment. Other adjustments or
suggestions for specific encounters within the module
accompany some scenes.
RANDOM ENCOUNTERS
While resting or remaining in the same room for an
extended period in the Fiery Pits, it is possible for
wandering creatures to come upon the adventuring
party. For every hour a party remains in the same
area, roll your Fate dice to determine the encounter
on the Ladder.
+4 All is quiet
+3 Coven of 4 - 6 Burnadazi Avatars of the Embreson
carry a wrapped, wriggling figure. They are 		
flanked by 2 - 4 Burnadazi Chieftains.
+2 A raiding party of 8 Burnadazi. Any number of 		
these may be Chieftains or Avatars of the Embreson.
+1 A patrol of 10 Basalites pass through this room,
demanding to search the party’s equipment for
gems or the Singing Stones.
+0 A lava fissure erupts spontaneously
-1

Tremor cause rocks to fall, blocking every exit to
this room.

-2 Nothing unusual here
-3 Swarm of 4-6 Salazarites skitter in
-4 A lava fissure erupts spontaneously
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NEW FATE SKILLS
TINKER
Tinker replaces Craft. They can be interchanged and used
for the same actions. The mechanical aptitude of the skill
allows it to often be used where Burglary is a choice.

CONJURE
Conjure is the skill to bring forth the power of the god or
elements that are called upon. The force of the god must
appear external to the character who is using the skill.

O

Overcome: Conjure allows you to overcome any
obstacle utilizing the elements in creative ways. It
may also be used to reveal the presence of other
magical elements in the scene.

C

Create an Advantage: You can divine the forces
of your deity to influence environmental elements
within a scene, shifting Winds, and Flickering
Torches or create Situation Aspects that affect
the story outcomes like Evil Barricade to prevent
magical intrusion.

A

Attack: Conjure can be used to call upon elements
or god-like forces to inflict damage. Conjure attacks
can damage in melee or ranged up to one zone
away. Conjure attacks may be physical or
mental attacks.

D

Defend: Conjure allows you to rely on the elements
to create barriers against attacks.
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ALCHEMY
Alchemy is the skill to combine various components in a
scientific way to yield magic-like results. It is the skill of
concoction and chemistry, mixing and experimentation.

O
C

Overcome: Alchemy obstacles are all about the
potion that is attempting to be made.

A

Attack: Alchemy is intertwined in warfare and
conquest, and while the Alchemy skill isn’t for
making direct attacks the alchemical impact or
damage is evaluated just as an attack.

D

Defend: Alchemy is not typically used for Defense.

Create an Advantage: The concoctions you create
may be used to create situational aspects. An
example of these aspects would be making a
Smoke Bomb to disappear.
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THE SETTING

This adventure is written to be set in the world of Revilo
but can easily be injected into any campaign setting of
your choice.

The region known as the Fiery Pits is covered in dark and
jagged volcanic rock. The terrain is inhospitable to say the least.
Smoldering magma oozes between charred rock singeing the fine
dust that covers the rocky surface. Perpetual low, darkened clouds
hammer and flash with continuous lighting storms. While the
outside is unwelcoming, the interior of the burning pits are far
more treacherous. It is known throughout Revilo that prolonged
exposure to the inferno results in exhaustion. The native species
are quite skilled at coping with the heat, having evolved over time
to thrive within the Fiery Pits. Had it not been for the discovery of
the vast and mighty wealth within the bowels of this region, the
area would have remained devoid of outsiders. Deep inside the
Fiery Pits are some of the most sought after gems in the entire
world. These precious stones abundantly line the natural rock
formations found within this volcanic deathtrap. They are easy to
spot as they are beautifully shiny, and range in colors, shapes, and
luster. The dark and rough volcanic stone within the Fiery Pits
tunnels is peppered with these crystals of varying size. The pits
have become a frequently traveled through a well established
network of passages. These catacombs have developed within
the giant lava tubes throughout this great volcanic range.
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Current Issues &
Adventure Hooks
Treasure Hunt: The adventurers have been sent on a quest
to collect rare gems known to be accessible exclusively in
the area known as the Fiery Pits.
Hostages Taken: Important community members from the
surrounding towns seem to have been the primary target
of recent Burnadazi raids. The party has been charged to
rescue them or recover their remains.
Mining Train Disruption: The mining operation of the
Basalites has provided sustenance to their population
through the years. Recently one of the shafts has collapsed
making the majority of mine carts unusable. Basalites are
having to haul and store materials in less secured areas.
Unleash the Beast: Burnadazi Shaman are trying to raise
their god the Embreson. Unknowingly, they have been
feeding a Snikwah who has been growing larger with
each sacrifice.
ASPECTS OF THE FIERY PITS
Below are a list of Aspects that are common throughout the setting and can easily be used in your game.
Extreme Heat: Exposed magma pits and geothermal
geysers dot the landscape of the Fiery Pits, making
even drawing breath into one’s lungs an arduous task.
Aggressive Natives: Burnadazi are constantly looking
to take prisoners for their ritual sacrifices.
Rising Magma: Frequent rumblings and seismic
tremors have been occurring creating gas pockets and
lava tubes.
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Denizens of the Fiery Pits
Burnadazi
The Burnadazi are savage cultists who reside within the
Fiery Pits. They are not strong thinkers, and generally
resolve matters with brute force and sheer strength. The
religious sect within the Burnadazi perform ritual sacrifices
to honor both its founders, known as The Six, and their god
the Embreson. These sacrifices have been a part of their
traditions since the earliest known days of the Burnadazi.
Scattered throughout the Fiery Pits are shrines dedicated
to the The Six. These long passed Burnadazi are considered
by most in the region to be the builders of the Embreson
temple located in the Fiery Pits. Within this basilica it is
believed that The Six made sacrifices, temporarily wakening
the Embreson. Their god then blessed those who woke him
with the Embreson’s magic. However, the sacrifices were
not great enough to maintain the break in the Embreson’s
slumber, and the god quickly went back into hibernation.
Since that day many Burnadazi have followed in the ritual
practices of The Six, desperately trying to replicate their
success. Not all Burnadazi believe they should be following
The Six’s actions directly. The current undefeated leader of
the Burnadazi has made a decree on how they will wake
the Embreson. There must now be a bold display of ritual
strength. He believes they need to show their strength by
sacrificing leaders of nearby communities that have no
direct alliance with the Burnadazi.
Burnadazi do tolerate some of the other indigenous
populations of the region like the Basalites, who can not be
sacrificed because they will not burn when thrown into the
lava. The Burnadazi will imprison outsiders stealing gems
from the Fiery Pits. The penalty for capture is, of course,
ritual sacrifice.
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Avatar of the Embreson
The Burnadazi Shaman have perfected their ritual practices
and preparation techniques over hundreds of years. The
precise oils and wrappings have been meticulously chosen
for the Embreson’s pleasure. Volcanic ash or debris spread
on the ritual materials will nullify the sacrificial merit and
spoil the ritual.
Basalites
Basalites glow with a warm orange luminescence through
cracks and joints between their solid stone complexions.
They appear to be comprised of the same charcoal-colored
rocks and minerals making up the majority of the landscape
in the Fiery Pits.
Basalites are accustomed to finding outsiders untrustworthy,
rude, and dastardly. Basalites are wary of newcomers,
because they are often seeking the precious gems of the
region. Basalites are not immediately hostile, and will even
trade items for foreign metals which they consider to be a
delicacy. However they will quickly become aggressive if
they feel the gems are in danger of being taken from their
home. They see the gems as an extension of themselves. It
is this that makes them an integral part of preserving the
Fiery Pits.
Basalites will call on Burnadazi warriors if they need extra
muscle to prevent crimes against their homeland. There
are many who believe the Basalites were created by their
god the Embreson by breaking off pieces of himself. The
creation of this army of small sentinels is a tale Basalites tell
with great enthusiasm and pride.
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A Basalite within the Fiery Pits will defend itself, but will
not initiate a combat. Basalites consider all of their kind to
be family. They will not hesitate to put themselves in
danger to keep their gems within the Fiery Pits or to
help a fellow Basalite.

Deities of the Fiery Pits
The Embreson
The Embreson is the god of passion and heat. Before
the Great Hibernation, history books say, he looked like
a gigantic golem, comprised of molten rock and earth.
Burnadazi depictions of the deity differ from those found in
the Great Library of Dalakbruel with the additions of wings,
tail, reptilian face, and eyes aflame. Burnadazi worship the
Embreson through ritual sacrifice which they believe will
rouse the slumbering deity lying dormant beneath the
Fiery Pits.

Key To Page Layout
.

Sample text.

Items to read aloud

Sample text.

Roll required

Sample text.

GM information
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ROOM 1
As you enter into the space you see that
the wall in front of you has been brightly
painted in a vast mural.
Closer inspection reveals hyper realistic paintings.
One depicts a Groblynn that is half submerged in lava,
agonizing in its deathroes. Beside the doomed figure
is a monstrous form of what can only be described as
a towering lizard-like humanoid with wide-spanning
leathery wings. This beast is composed of what
appears to be living flame, as it emerges from
a lake of molten rock.
The other painting features six cloaked figures, all
adorned with unique symbols of hammered brass
inset into the mural. They appear to be tossing some
poor soul into the fiery doom below, while being
hailed by the surrounding hordes of lizard-like
humanoids.
These symbols are seen in multiple rooms throughout this
dungeon including: Room 1, Room 19, and Room 32.
The wall paintings are of Burnadazi sacrifices to the Embreson,
who is rising from the lava. This room is the main entry point to
the Fiery Pits and is decorated to honor the god of the region.

A successful Lore roll with an Overcome Fair (+2)
reveals these images are depicting the rebirth of the
Embreson as foretold by long-dead Burnadazi elders
known as The Six. They believed they could achieve
the rebirth by sacrificing people to the vast pool of
lava deep within the Fiery Pits.
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ROOM 2
Room Aspect:
Shackles Line the Walls

You find yourself in a narrow corridor with one large
holding cell. A sign in Revilian reads “Thieves with no
honor will burn in His belly!”
These cells are not meant for long-term stay. N’poc is presently
shackled to the wall, dazed and dehydrated. The entryway to
the cell is open.
The center tile triggers a trap: The bars spring closed and shut
the cell, trapping unwary adventurers inside.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Great (+4) to notice a five foot by five foot
section of tile just inside the cell that seems loose.
A Success with style also reveals the stone button
that opens the trap after it has been triggered.

Adventurers within that space of the bars must make
a successful Athletics roll with an Overcome Great
(+4) or be pushed into the cage. Once the trap is
sprung a bell begins to chime loudly.
The alarm will alert nearby Burnadazi that someone has
sprung their trap. If two minutes of in-game time elapse roll on the
Random Encounter table for the Fiery Pits. If you would encounter
either a Salzarite or Snikwah reroll the
Random Encounter.
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ROOM 2

continued

On further inspection the room has three sets of
shackles attached to the wall. The floor has stains of
what looks to be excrement of prisoners long ago
and a full bucket on the prisoners’ side. There are
numerous tic marks that have been gouged into
the wall.
To escape the cell before a Burnadazi comes looking for new
captives, the party must find and press a stone button five feet
away on the adjacent wall. A gear will then be put in motion to
retract the rods and silence the bell.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation or Notice roll
with an Overcome Fair (+2) to find the stone button
on the wall.
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ROOM 3
Room Aspect:
Worn Out Arms

If the party is entering from Room 2 and sufficient noise was
made in the previous room the Burnadazi is awake and prepared
to attack the party as they enter.

As you enter the room, you see a Burnadazi propped
against the wall on a little stool sleeping and snoring
loudly with a string of drool stretching and shrinking
as it breathes heavily. All manner of crude weapons
are hung on the wall. None look particularly special.
They all have signs of heavy use including stained
blood from combat dried on them.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make a Stealth roll with an Overcome
Great (+4) to allow the character to remove any
weaponry without waking the sleeping Burnanadazi.

Weapons on the wall include: 2 clubs, 2 quarterstaffs, 3 daggers,
2 shortbows, 2 quivers with 36 arrows in total, 2 handaxes, and a
rusty greatsword.
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ROOM 4
Room Aspect:
Drank Too Much

As you enter the space the smell of well-charred
meats hits your nostrils. The room is filled with many
benches and tables for dining. Near the exit along the
wall is evidently where a line often forms to feed a
large army at meal times.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with
an Overcome Fair (+2) to discover a hidden
compartment full of salted, dried meats. Its
origins are unclear, but it smells delicious.

If the adventurers take the time to investigate the room, two
inebriated Burnadazi will stumble into the mess hall and
discover the party.
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ROOM 5
Room Aspect:
A Wager Will Be Made

As you enter the room you see two Burnadazi seated
at a small counter. They appear to be counting and
making small stacks of coins and bits of gemstones.
They don’t immediately jump up to attack your party,
but instead fix their glare in your direction.
When they notice you they begin whispering between
themselves, obviously plotting something.

The two Burnadazi are stationed to take bets for a fight that is
about to begin. The event will involve the adventuring party in a
stadium battle in Room 7.
If any of the adventurers are wearing heavy armor, they will
be impressed.

“You need to talk to Old Eoj, come this way”
The adventurer is then shown the door to Room 6
If the party is going to attack, one of the Burnadazi will cry out
one of the following:

“Wait wait we can make you a deal”
“Don’t you wanna place a bet?”

If the adventurers return to collect on a placed bet, the Burnadazi
will attempt to shortchange them and only pay their initial bet,
with no increase in value.
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ROOM 6
Room Aspect:
Sparring Equipment Everywhere

The door entering into this room opens with a loud,
metallic creak. As you step inside, an older Burnadazi
looks up from sweeping the floor, and then continues
his task. Scattered throughout the room are different
pieces of wood nailed together to make the shapes
and sizes of what looks to be different humanoid
figures. Each one looks beaten, chopped, and hacked.
This is some form of training room.
If the adventurers enter without an introduction from the
Burnadazi in Room 5, Old Eoj continues sweeping and picking up
trash. He will occasionally mutter under his breath.
The janitor points his broom towards some of the equipment.

“That sparring equipment hasn’t helped any outsiders
in my lifetime, but there is a first time for everything.“
If the players elect to use the equipment, Old Eoj will give them
quick tips and weak points. He also allows them to spar and gain
the Situation Aspect: Training Bonus (+2) to be used in their
next combat.
After sufficient training has taken place, Old Eoj opens the door
and waves them away bidding, “It is time”. He proudly leads the
adventurers out of the room and past the Burnadazi taking bets
in Room 5. They are cheering wildly for the fighters that they just
placed their money on, and bragging about their 3:1 odds. Old Eoj
urges them into the arena in Room 7, where a portcullis is
beginning to slowly ascend, grinding open before them.
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ROOM 6

continued

The door not leading to Room 5 is covered in posters glued to the
wall, covering a hidden door to Room 11.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to discover the hidden door.
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ROOM 7
Room Aspect:
Crowded Stadium Surrounds Fighting Pit

You hear the sound of the portcullis slowly grinding
closed behind you as you enter this circular room. You
see a large Salazarite pounding its legs into the floor
of what you now can see is an arena.
The Salazarite thrashes out, cornered by two approaching
Basalites that seem to be primarily concerned for their own well
being, focusing their attention on fighting the creature.
The cheers of a dozen Burnadazi echo around you from the
stadium seating surrounding the pit. “NO-SUR-VI-VORS” the
crowd chants.
The arena is lined with layers of stone slab platforms that
provide seating for the Burnadazi, who seem to be enjoying
the bloodsport.
Two prisoners, Votax Daggertongue and Grissow Tarnstock
are partially bound and visibly fearful of the large,
spider-like creature.
When the Salazarite is finally slain the crowd goes wild.

Loud boos and hisses fill the space, mixed with
scattered applause from a Basalite perched up above
the arena. As a few copper pieces are thrown in at the
fighter, Basalites aggressively collect the metal eating
up as many coins as they can.
Basalites will not directly attack the adventurers unless provoked.
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ROOM 8
Room Aspect:
Cliff Dwellers’ Escarpment

As you enter this area you can see an open cavern
with small caves and ledges. The rocky walls extend
upward for 100 feet. The face of the outcropping on
the longest wall is a weird shape that doesn’t seem
like any rock formation you’ve ever seen.

At the Players Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to discover past encampments in
various locations within the cavern.

A successful Lore roll with an Overcome Great (+4)
will reveal the following:

The few naturalists who have explored these hills
reported times of heightened volcanism. They have
also described common rock outcroppings that
resemble the markings that Snikwah young leave
behind while burrowing into the mountain. This appears similar to those outcroppings, but much too
large to be one of those. This seems to be something
much larger that has yet to be observed or reported.
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ROOM 9
Room Aspect:
The Altar Conceals

A warm breeze flows through this well-crafted room,
and the corridors seem to allow for a constant flow
of air. The room itself is a pristine and well kept altar
area. The room angles in towards an altar against a
wall that is dedicated to the Embreson. Behind the
altar is a tapestry of a scorched map of Revilo,
depicted with the Fiery Pits spilling across and
consuming the Wajue Desert.
The long and narrow carved stone altar has a large rectangular
base topped with three tiers. The upper surface is deeply engraved with Revilian scripts and a pictogram of a Burnadazi priest
brandishing the ornately carved Ring of the Flaming Avatar.

A successful Lore roll with an Overcome Great (+4)
will reveal the following:

The writing is the holy record of a lesser Burnadazi
priest. The ring wielded in the pictograph is in fact the
Ring of the Flaming Avatar. This holy artifact was
exalted for a short time by the priest and heralded as
the final key to awakening the Embreson. It is fabled
to have allowed him to bathe in the fiery pools of the
slumbering Embreson, emerging from the molten
rock unharmed.
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ROOM 9

continued

At the Players Request: The players can make a
Notice roll with an Overcome Fair (+2) to see that:

The floor in front of the altar is worn, apparently
from it sliding across the floor toward the center of
the room.
Pushing the altar in the direction of the scrapes reveals a secret
passageway behind the tapestry.
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ROOM 10
Room Aspect:
Hulking Statue is the Center of Attention

The room opens into a tall gallery surrounding a giant
statue in the middle of the space. On three sides of
the gallery are corridors that lead out.
The statue is twenty feet tall, and depicts a
bipedal rocky reptilian creature with one of its arms
extended toward the wall with no corridor. The other
arm is placed in front of the creature almost as
if it were inspecting its own palm.

A successful Lore roll with an Overcome Fair (+2) will
reveal the statue to be the Burnadazi interpretation
of the Embreson.

A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Good (+3)
reveals that there is a reddish gold ring nestled in the
palm of the hand that is open.
If the adventurers inspect the ring, they will see that it has an
empty barbed cage which could house a gemstone of some kind.

A Conjure roll with an Overcome Good (+3) will
display that this ring is indeed magical. However,
it is powerless in its current state, as if missing
something. A gemstone located in Room 14 will
complete this ring.
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ROOM 11
Room Aspect:
The Great Trash Heap

As you enter the room, the smell of stagnant sweat,
stale urine, and soiled garments lingers in the air.
There are heaps of shredded garments and broken
weaponry strewn about what looks to be a trash heap.

Players can make a Notice roll with an Overcome
Good (+3) to see there is more to the trash heap
than trash.
It is a pile of discarded spoils of the Burnadazai raids. This gear
and equipment was considered not good enough for a Burnadazi
warrior, and was left here to rot.
Searching the piles will reveal 1 healing potion per adventurer
among the shattered remnants of many more. Mixed into the
clothing and broken weapons of various sizes and styles. None of
the clothing or weaponry is remotely salvageable but there is a
Bone Mask carved from the skull of a large beast. This Bone Mask
was confiscated from N’poc, the prisoner located in Room 2.
Bone Mask
High Concept – The Dead Think You Are Dead
Stunts: Unliving – When a using stealth or deceive to get past the
Unliving gain a +2 bonus when wearing a Bone Mask
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ROOM 12
Room Aspect:
Cells Line the Walls

If the adventurers entered through the door:

The steel door opens with slight scratching of metal
hinges grinding against each other.
No matter where the adventurers entered from:

This dark and narrow corridor is lined with metal bars
and doors from floor to ceiling. The bars are just two
inches apart from one another. There are eight holding
cells with large locks securing each.

On a successful Notice roll with an Overcome
Average (+1) the adventurers will see:

On the wall hangs a dozen keys on a large ring.
These keys unlock the barred doors in this room.
If the adventurers rifle through the contents of the cells they will
find 4 copper pieces in total. There is also a single gold piece that
is bent in half from being chewed.
One of the cells looks to have been tossed, the bedding shredded
and strewn about.

At the Players Request: The players can make an
Investigation roll with an Overcome Good (+3) to
discover Sefir the Ttarps.
26

ROOM 12

continued

Hiding, motionless and quiet a small prisoner is folded
into the corner, masquerading as a pile of rags.
Sefir has information about Basalite habits and a treasure hoard.
He has been archiving Basalite customs for a three-week study
when he was picked up by a raiding party.

ROOM 13
Room Aspect:
Doors and Bunks

As you enter this long hall, you notice that both sides
are lined with doors. Three of the doors are open, with
Burnadazi sitting on the ground in the archways
playing some sort of game with what look like teeth.
Surprised and alarmed, the Burnadazi jump to collect their
armaments from the floor, readying for a fight.
When it becomes apparent they are not winning, one of
the Burnadazi will blow a warhorn, calling for a quantity of
reinforcements equal to the number of adventurers.
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ROOM 14
Room Aspect:
A Lava River Ran Through It

A river of hot and rippling molten rock flows across a
corner of this room cutting off a small section of floor.
The lava flow is approximately 15 feet wide. There are
two exits, other than the way you entered, which are
unobstructed corridors that lead out of the room.

On a successful Notice roll with an Overcome Fair
(+2) the adventurers will see:

There appears to be some form of relief carved into
the wall on the other side of the lava. It is difficult to
tell exactly what it is depicting, as the intense heat
from the molten rock is causing the air around it to
distort and ripple.
After crossing the lava:

The relief on the wall depicts a grouping of six
Burnadazi bowing before the reptilian Embreson. Lava
flows out of the god to the feet of the worshipers.

At the Players Request: Once they are on the same
side of the lava as the carving the players can make
an Investigation or Conjure roll with an Overcome
Fair (+2) to discover:
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ROOM 14

continued

There is a section of the relief which almost flickers
red with the light from the lava glinting off its surface.
Inlaid in the torso of the Embreson is a large red gem
with slight indentations along its perimeter.

A successful Conjure roll with an Overcome Good
(+3) reveals the gem is magical and if the ring in
Room 10 has been found, the two belong together.

Ring of the Flaming Avatar
High Concept – Ancient Ring Carved of Sacred Gems From the
Fiery Pits
Stunts – Fireproof: The wearer of this ring can goes unharmed by
fire damage
Hot as a Volcano: Once per day the wearer’s hands can be as hot
as boiling lava
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ROOM 15
Room Aspect:
Smooth, Slippery, and Tilting

You enter into an open, well lit room that has a steel
framed door on one side. The walls are the same
carved mountainous black rock of the volcano, yet
they have been expertly worn smooth. The floor
beneath your feet is curiously polished and smooth
as well. There are three entry points to the room, the
steel door and two corridors.
The walls on two sides of the room appear to have
been ground smooth, but not polished. The wall that
holds the steel door has been ground flat, as well as
the wall across from it.
As your party begins to cross the room, the floor
immediately begins to shift under the weight. As the
floor shifts the steel door swings open in front of you.
Additional weight will further increase the incline, funneling the
party toward the opened door.
If the adventurers can not balance, then they are funneled
to the door.
The weight of a medium or larger creature moving beyond the
center point causes the slick floor to suddenly tilt forward. One
small adventurer will not disturb the balance.
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ROOM 15

continued

As you cross the center of the room, the incline of
the floor increases to an unbelievable tilt. The floor
becomes even slicker as searing heat greets your
face while you peer into an exposed magma chamber
through the open steel door.

A successful Athletics roll with Overcome Great (+4)
will avoid being thrown into the open door.

At the Players Request: The players can make a
Tinker roll with an Overcome Good (+3) to grant their
party a temporary boost regarding traversing this
room by explaining to everyone how to balance their
weight so they can make their way across the room
without causing the floor to move.
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ROOM 16
Room Aspect:
The Floor Is Hot Lava, Really

As you enter this room, you see that a layer of molten
rock is oozing from under the edges of the walls, and
is spreading across the floor. If the adventurers look
at the walls closely they will see they are are well
textured for gripping and climbing. The walls also
have simplistic painted depictions of intruders
melting into the floor.
There are some small rocks jutting out from the lava pool that
could work as stepping stones.
If the players were forced into this room by the trap in Room 15,
they must make an Athletics roll with an Overcome Great (+4) to
land on one of the stepping stones.

To navigate the small rocks a player must roll an
Athletics with an Overcome Good (+3).
A successful Athletics with an Overcome Great (+4)
is needed to climb the walls.
If the adventurer fails one or more of the rolls the stresses
incurred by the lava will relate to the number of shifts the
Overcome was failed by.
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ROOM 17

The hallway is long and dimly lit by odd glowing lava
rocks embedded into the walls.

Removing the lava rocks requires a successful
Physique roll with an Actively Opposed Overcome
Fair (+2).
Removing the rocks causes the light in the tunnel to dim.
Breaking these rocks open uncovers red glowing gems
embedded within each of the lava rocks, the source of
their odd glow.

On the walls there are sections glowing a deep red.
These lumps shrink and swell with pulsing magma, the
hot molten rock just behind the walls.

The pockets can erupt spontaneously from no disturbance. They
will burst if the adventures bump the wall or disturb a lump
through magical or physical means. As they explode the pockets
will spew hot lava burning nearby adventurers.
The fire damage and consequences of the lava pockets is GM
discretion. It can be modified, or made more hazardous for
navigation, depending on the strength and scope of the party.
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ROOM 18
Room Aspect:
Basalites Blend in

As you enter this large rocky room you begin to notice
that there is a strange iridescence lining the naturally
bumpy surfaces of the walls. There is also a strange,
almost sour smell lingering close to the ground. Then
you see a pile of gems in the corner.

A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Great
(+4) reveals:

Upon closer inspection of the glowing trails you begin
to trace a path. Looking where the shimmering trail
ends you see a Basalite hiding in plain sight and
staring directly at you.
There are an equal number of Basalites in the room
to adventurers.

At Players Request: Players can choose to make an
Empathy roll with an Overcome Good (+3) to realize
that the stack of eighteen already mined gems have
been placed there to test travelers intentions in
regard to the Basalite treasures.
The gems belong to the Basalites in hiding, they intend to
punish any who decide to take the gems. Removing the gems will
provoke the hiding Basalites to attack in defense of the mountain.
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ROOM 19
Room Aspect:
Crumbling Statuary

Entering into this room you come upon the remnants
of a marble statue. Looking around, you see five
other marble statues that are still intact. A quick
glance reveals them all to be Burnadazi, including
what little is left of the destroyed sculpture.

As the adventurers look around, they will see that each statue has
one hand open with a different symbol engraved into their palm.
These brands were burned into The Six to harness a greater
magic when summoning the Embreson.
These symbols are also seen in Room 1 and Room 32.
The relationships to specific brands and elders may be an
important component to a campaign if the GM wants them to be.
If the adventurers spend too much time in this room a Burnadazi
Avatar of the Embreson along with two other Burnadazi will show
up.
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ROOM 20
Room Aspect:
Spits Hot Fire

From the center of this room a fountain of fire is
continuously spewing molten rock. This constant flow
intensely magnifies the heat while also illuminating
the room.
On a successful Notice roll with an Overcome Fair
(+2) the adventurers will see something floating in a
molten pool beneath the showering flames. Nestled
inside the eternal lava fountain is the Embreson’s Box
of Secrets.
Embreson’s Box of Secrets
High Concept – Space Inside is Bigger Than it Looks, If You Can
Open It
Stunts – Storage Space: Can hold up to 1 cubic foot worth
of items
This magical container is composed of polished brass and is
covered with a series of intricate latches, hinges and hooks,
featuring an ornate reptilian-looking skull as a main clasp.
It fits in the palm of a hand.

To open this puzzle box for the first time, the player
must make a Tinker roll with an Overcome Great
(+4) after spending 30 minutes on the puzzle. Each
subsequent attempt after a success will have one less
level of difficulty and be 10 minutes faster.
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ROOM 21
Room Aspect:
Mountainous piles of Treasure

You enter into this room to see refracting light
bouncing off of four columns. The light seems to be
coming from torches hung upon the walls, and then
reflecting off of a huge pile of gems that touches
the ceiling.
Surrounding the gems, and organized in what looks to
be a ritualistic fashion, are skulls and bones of all sizes.
This pile of gems alone supersedes any story told
about the riches within the Fiery Pits. There is writing
etched into the stone floor within the circle of bones
that reads “Forbidden Hall.”

The Gems of the Forbidden Hall are known by the Basalites as
The Singing Stones, gems marked with magic. They do not
literally sing, but they are among the most rare and revered of
the Basalite treasures. They are comprised of the purest of the
harvested minerals found throughout the Fiery Pits. The Basalites
will be sent a silent alarm if anyone enters the circle of bones.
They will fight to the death to recover these stones, the most
precious of their treasures.
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ROOM 22
Room Aspect:
Hells Bells

The door to this room is unlocked. When you enter
into the room you see a Basalite that is smaller and
younger than most that you have come into contact
with thus far. He is sitting in the room surrounded by
giant brass bells. As he realizes you are not who he
expected to enter the room, he quickly reaches for
a hammer on the table next to him.
The guard may be convinced not to sound the alarm if the
adventurers can prove that their intentions in the Fiery Pits are
not objectionable by Basalite standards. If the Basalite senses
one of the Singing Stones or sees a gem he will sound the alarm
alerting a troop of Basalites.
The guard is armed with a hammer to sound all the alarms if he
has the opportunity. The more bells he is able to strike, the more
Basalites that will be alerted to the party’s presence.
Six Basalites will come with the intention of escorting the party to
a Burnadazi holding cell. They anticipate the adventurers will be
sacrificed and see that as a fair sentence for their crimes.

Upon inspection of the nooks of this room you notice
a small rough hole approximately 6 inches in diameter.
The hole is uneven and lumpy, and it appears to be
deeply carved into the stone.

At Player Request: A successful Investigation roll
with Overcome Great (+4) to know that this is the
burrow of an infant Chelonid.
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ROOM 23
Room Aspect:
More Treasure Than You Can Carry

The large metal door to this room is locked with
what looks like an incredibly intricate and complex
lock. The shape of the keyhole reminds you of an old
skeleton key.
Peeping through the keyhole you can see many more
gemstones inside.

At the Players Request: The players can make a
Physique roll with an Overcome Superb (+5) to break
down the door.

The lock can easily be opened with the Basalite Key to the City or
one of the keys on the large keyring located in Room 12.
This room is a storage area for treasures of the mountain
mined by the Basalites. These valuables are locked in this
room for safe keeping.
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ROOM 24
Room Aspects:
Spikes Line the Walls
Floor Shakes and Quakes

Entering the room you are keenly aware of the black
volcanic rocks that line this room. The dark walls seem
to glint in an eerily metallic way.

A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Good (+3)
will reveal the walls are lined with razorlike glass
edged spikes.

You realize the volcanic glass is chiseled to sharp
edges lining the entire room. As this knowledge
begins to sink in, the ground starts quaking.

This intense, sudden release of tectonic fury jostles the party
violently, creating terrain that is very difficult to traverse.

The players must make an Athletics roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to avoid being jostled into the
spikey walls.
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ROOM 25
Room Aspect:
Sticky Floor

As you peer into this space, you see nothing but
blackness. Even with time, your vision never quite
adjusts, and the room remains in the dark. The only
hint of color is from a small flicker of light from
around a door frame.

In this room no light seems to brighten the space. This is a
magical darkness.

A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Fair (+2)
will give off the scent of a strong odor of tar.

The room is filled with a sticky tar. If the adventurers step inside
the room without checking or regarding the sticky tar they will
become stuck.

A successful Athletics roll with an Overcome Good
(+3) will avoid getting stuck in the tar.
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ROOM 26
Room Aspect:
The Old Ones Are Looming

Entering this corridor you see three alcoves on each
wall of this passageway, each housing a tall statue.
Lying in front of the first statue is a skeleton on the
floor. The bones appear to be broken, and some are
even crushed into powder.
The statues include: One that looks like a giant froglike creature with nine tentacles on its back. One large
ferocious looking feline creature on all fours bearing
teeth and claws. One that looks like a golem formed
from lava rock and magma. One large rabbit-like
creature with a strangely human face. One that seems
to have a gorilla-like body topped with the head of a
massive caribou. The last appears to be a hairless and
clothed humanoid body with a raven-like head.
All of the statues have their hands open as if they are
awaiting something to be placed there.

At the Players Request: The players can make a
Lore roll with an Overcome Fair (+2) to learn
more about these statues. They are the gods of
Revilo, children of Creedona. The frog creature
is Anaxygosal; the catlike creature is Solleel; the
Golem is the Embreson; the rabbit-like creature is
Scintilliam; the gorilla-like creature is Viredith; the
raven-headed creature is Corsuvine. The style of the
statues appears to be ancient Sorcian.
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ROOM 26

		

continued

Moving past the statues without placing a
gem from the Fiery Pits in each palm brings
each of them smashing down like hammers in
succession, kicking up a cloud of ashen dust
with each impact.

The players must make an Athletics roll with an
Overcome Good (+3) or be hit by the crushing
statues.
After a moment you can hear the sound of arcane
gears whining and pulling as the statues begin to reset
themselves.
Placing gems from the mountain into the hands of each of the
statues will deactivate its trap.

At any point after the trap has been triggered, a
successful Notice roll with an Overcome Good (+3)
will reveal:
You see a glasslike gleam peeking through the
recently cleared ash on the floor, across the room
on the far side of the statues.
Hidden here is the Sonic Disruption Crystal.

This gem seems to hum quietly when you hold it tightly.
You can see that it appears to be cracked internally.
Sonic Disruption Crystal
High Concept – Strike This and All Will Quiet
Stunts – Once per day the Crystal can be struck on a hard surface
to absorb all sound within a forty foot radius for three rounds.
See magic items for more info
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ROOM 27
Room Aspect:
Dark and Shadowy

This long empty hall is dimly lit by a few glowing
stones in the crevices along the corridor.
Removing these stones will further dim the light.
There are empty nooks throughout this corridor. If the
adventurers add more light to the hallway the hidden door
will become more noticeable.

A successful Investigation roll with an Overcome Fair
(+2) will reveal footprints in the ash, leading to the
connecting corridor which is masked by shadows.
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ROOM 28
Room Aspect:
Closet Full of Food

The wooden door to this room is worn from years of
use. Beyond the door is a large walk-in pantry with
shelves that are fairly full.
Looking through the contents you see barrels of
grains, bags of milled flour, jars of various pickled
items, and trays of dried fruits. Some look as though
they have been holding up well, while others seem to
have a bit of strange mold growing on them.

If the adventurers consume the moldy fruit it will induce
hallucinogenic visions, impairing their ability to discern details.
The temporary aspect I’m Not Really Seeing That.
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ROOM 29
Room Aspect:
An Ancient Magic Lurks Here

There is a wide entrance to this open and empty
room. Every inch of this space is covered in a thick
film of ashy dust. No footprints are discernible in the
walkway, and it would seem that no one has entered
or used this area for some time.
Examination and wiping away of the dust reveals a circle of
runes. Some of the sigils have been damaged, and others are
missing entirely.

A successful Lore or Conjure roll with an Overcome
Great (+4) will give more understanding to this circle.
On the floor are old teleportation sigils, appearing to be a defunct
teleportation circle. It is beyond repair, but if the adventurers have
an Augmentable Destabilizer (found in Atmar’s Cardography:
Break Through The Icy Divide) they may use it as an action in
this room to teleport to Room 58 in the Icy Divide at the
GM’s discretion.
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ROOM 30
Room Aspect:
Packed In Like Sardines

As you approach this room, you see that a group of
five Basalite guards block the doorway.

The Basalite Captain stands in front of the other Basalites ready
to engage, and questioning anyone who approaches.
If the adventurers have any gems from the region visible on them,
the Captain thanks them graciously for returning his people’s
missing gems. He will ask the adventurers to hand them over, not
allowing the party to pass until they do so.
If the adventurers are able to convince the Basalite Captain that
they have no gems, the troop will allow them to pass. Suspicious
Basalites will not hesitate to search the party for any stolen gems.
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ROOM 31

This long, straight corridor is dimly lit by the glowing
luminescence of thin magma streams trickling down
the obsidian rock walls. An ornately chiseled and
blood red gem is poking out of the wall waist high.
Light flickers off of the red crystalline stone, catching
your eye as it shines. You can sense it beckoning to
be turned.

Adventurers attempting to turn the gem will quickly realize that
it is attached to a false door and can not be removed. It is 10 feet
by 5 feet, carved from solid rock, and hinged at the floor. The
door falls forward with all of its weight, landing on top of
anyone in its path. Defend against the door’s Physique Great (+4)
to avoid being squashed.
If an adventurer catches the door before it can reset it can be
held or wedged open. They must maintain their hold and prevent
the door from closing again with a creative but plausible way, or a
Physique roll with an Overcome Good (+3). The door will spring
back in place if it is not held open to weigh it down.

A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Fair
(+2) will catch a glimpse of a skeleton key, red and
glittering hanging on the wall in the otherwise empty
space behind the door.
Basalite Key to the City
High Concept – A Key for Every Lock
Stunts – Once Per Day the key can be inserted into a lock the
shape always matches and the key turns with a satisfying click.
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ROOM 32
Room Aspect:
Steaming Hot

As you enter the space you immediately feel sweat
begin to condense on your body. You can see the
floor through a translucent fog, and notice patterned
square tiles across the room. The air is heavy with
moisture, and sudden jets of hot steam spurt into the
open room. You get the impression that there might
be another entrance at the other side of the room, but
you cannot be sure.
As you navigate through the fog, different steam jets
erupt turning on and off and as you move.
The corridor at the far end which was visible when you
entered is now shielded from passage by the intense
flow of steam from multiple jets within the walls.
If the party retreats to where they entered, the steam jets at the
door will alternate bursts of activity and inactivity.

At the Players Request: With a Notice Good (+3) the
group will recognize that six of the symbols on the
floor match the brass symbols related to the Six
Elder Burnadazi.
Stepping on all of these in any order will deactivate the steam
jets, clearing the room and revealing the exit. Stepping on any of
the other marked tiles causes jets of steam to bathe the entirety
of the room in piping hot steam.
Each time an adventurer encounters a steam jet, they must make
a Physique roll with an Overcome Fair (+2) or become burned
from the steam.
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ROOM 33
Room Aspect:
Dinner is On the Kettle

The aroma of cooking meat permeates your senses
as you approach the room.
A large hearth burns as a large meat hunk roasts
over a self rotating spit.
Sitting adjacent to the spit is a stone shelf. It is
partially stocked with jarred and canned items.

Various spice blends, dried herbs, seasonings, and pickled
oddities are in those containers.

At the Players Request: The players can make an
Investigation roll with an Overcome Fair (+2) to
discover severed fingers of a creature or person.
The GM should decide whether or not the finger’s
previous owner is important to adventurers’
particular story.
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ROOM 34
Room Aspect:
A Side of Lava

As you make your way down this passage, you
become acutely aware that you are inside a volcanic
crater. The corridor opens up into a giant void with
an enormous lava pit, a veritable ocean of hot and
churning liquid rock.
On a set of stairs that descend into the fiery pool, a
large creature with a plated shell sits looking at you
knowingly. It has a burnt red and orange hue that
matches the lava pools bubbling away behind him.
Chelonids are known for their captivating conversations. Reports
of days lost to the Chelonid’s banter, while enthralled in awe, are
told throughout Revilo. The party could be here for a while. The
players may Oppose the Chelonid’s Lost In Time Aspect.
If the adventureres find themselves with the Chelonid for any
length of time:
During the days-long diatribe, this Chelonid talks about
hearing the prayers of the Burnadazi across the lava lake. He
also recounts the stories of travellers through his domain. The
Chelonid then tells the charmed adventurers his life story,
recounting it one day at a time.
If the adventurers ask any questions of the Chelonid it will
answer to the best of his knowledge, unless the party was “rude”
by interrupting one of his stories.
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ROOM 35
Room Aspects:
Lava Pit Below
Where The Sacrifices Happen

As you travel down the corridor, you hear the droning
chants of the Burnadazi echoing throughout the halls.
This gigantic chamber contains a colossal magma
pool, flanked by rocky walls. The ceiling tapers like
a cone upwards to an open vent.
There are two Burnadazi Avatars of the Embreson, two Burnadazi
Chieftains, and four Burnadazi warriors standing near the edge
of the pit.

Chanting over a cloth-wrapped parcel that is
approximately 4 feet long are eight Burnadazi. They
are positioned by the the volcanic crater, not far from
the edge of a large cliff overhanging the molten pool.
A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Fair (+2)
will see whatever is inside the oil soaked wrappings is
writhing around inside.
If the Burnadazi notice the adventurers the flow of ritual chanting
is broken. The Burnadazi will ready their weapons, intending to
add more bodies to their sacrifice.
This hall provides an opportunity to disrupt the Burnadazi ritual
sacrifice which they believe will summon the Embreson from his
slumber. It is also an opportunity to observe some of the ritual
magic first hand. The parcel, once recognized as a sacrificial
victim, is Yaku Hightunnel (Sorcia), but can be replaced with a
more appropriate NPC if the GM deems necessary.
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ROOM 36
Room Aspect:
Too Thick to See

As you approach this room, steam is spilling out into
the hallway, making visibility impossible beyond a
few feet.
A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Great (+4)
will reveal a section of the stone wall is a slightly
different color than the surrounding wall.
The floor in front of the off-color stone wall is marred
with arc-shaped scrapes.

A secret room is located behind the revolving stone door, and
only requires the application of a small force to be exposed.
Inside this hidden room, is the old shell of a juvenile Chelonid with
an iridescent carving of runic gouges spaced over the surface.

At the Players Request: The players can make a
Lore check with an Overcome Good (+3) to roughly
translate the runes to read “charming”.
Chelonid Shell Carving
High Concept – Even a Chelonid’s Shell is Charming
Stunt – Once per scene, in a conflict the bearer of this shell will be
the last to be attacked through physical or verbal means gaining
a (+2) on a Rapport skill rolls.
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ROOM 37
Room Aspect:
Basalite Odor

As you enter into this chamber, your nostrils are filled
with the odor of a noxious gas. Despite the horrible
smell, it is quiet in the room and seemingly empty.
The longer you remain in the chamber the more
horrible and awful the stench becomes, making it
almost unbearable. Regular breathing is not easy
as your eyes begin to water.

Any non-Basalite that enters this room begins
gagging and retching violently from the pungent
odor. A successful Physique roll with an Overcome
Fair (+2) will resist.

This room is a Basalite rookery where many Basalites sleep or
rest. Close to a dozen of the small magma creatures could be in
here at any given time. The sleep of a these creatures is light, and
if the party has been making conversation or spending extended
time in this room the Basalites will awaken.
Once awake, the Basalites will begin crawling down the walls,
attempting to encircle the adventurers for questioning.
If the party has been caught stealing gems prior to this, the
Basalites will be aware. If the party has any of the Singing Stones
in their possession the Basalites will attack immediately.
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ROOM 38
Room Aspect:
The Writing Is On The Floor

This room is torchlit and empty with a large etching
across the floor. It looks as though text that could
fill many pages has been scrawled onto the ground.
Apart from the etching, there is a brownish
discoloration covering a wide area of the floor.

At the Players Request: The players can make a Lore
roll with an Overcome Fair (+2) to learn some of what
is etched on the floor.
The Burnadazi inscribed their holy decree onto the stone floor of
this Avatar temple. Blood from a group of Avatars was then shed
upon the floor to make the ritual binding.
The text on the floor contains Burnadazi holy chants, both old
and new, as well as the story of one Burnadazi priest who was
believed to have heard the voice of the Embreson. This Avatar’s
testimony and scripture has become a foundational pillar for the
Burnadazi. This explains why they have been targeting prominent
community members near the Fiery Pits for ritual sacrifice.
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ROOM 39
Room Aspect:
Bone Yard

This oddly shaped room feels empty aside from the
faint odor of Basalite. The smell twinges the nostrils
and catches in your throat, but it is fleeting and
easily dismissed.
Upon closer inspection, you notice that the farthest
curved wall doesn’t look like rock, but instead looks
more like a shimmering silver slime.
The slime is oozing down the wall very slowly.
Apart from the ooze, there are fifteen small dripping nodules of
lava hanging off the wall like sacks. Pus-like ooze drips down and
around past them.

At the Players Request: Players can make a Lore roll
with an Overcome Good (+3) to reveal:

The nodules are infant Basalite spawn. The breeding patterns
of the Basalite species are largely undocumented. A Basalite
spawn’s general visual appearance, their physical prowess, and
their grasp of language are unknown to Revilian scholars. Familial
linkages are common, as many Basalites refer to other members
of their species as family members. However, a Basalite caring for
their young has never been recorded over the vast centuries of
Revilian past.
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ROOM 40
Room Aspects:
Cobwebs Everywhere
Narrow Edge

This room is dimly lit and filled with cobwebs hanging
from the ceiling. The floor looks dusty and not
frequently traversed.

A successful Notice roll with an Overcome Fair (+2)
will reveal:

Around the edges of the room the dust seems thinner
and the stony floor is more visible.

If the adventurers walk across the center of the room, the
webbing shakes and bounces beneath their weight. If more than
one creature is on the webbing at a time it will tear revealing
a thirty foot drop into a bare pit lined with smoothly worked
volcanic stone.

A successful Athletics roll with an Overcome Great
(+4) will avoid falling into the pit.
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ROOM 41
Room Aspect:
Sacred Shrine

This room is a shrine to the Burnadazi’s version of
the Embreson. Inside there is a statue carved from
obsidian that looks more reptilian than other
depictions of the god. The statue itself fits into a
corner of the room with its leathery-looking wings
angling out along the walls.
Trinkets adorn the idol as though visitors often leave tribute to
the Embreson by depositing them onto the statue. Some of the
items on the shrine include: decorative chains, some vials of
liquid, written notes and prayers, a small claw appendage, silver,
gemstones, daggers, and even melted sweets.
If the adventurers attempt to remove anything they will find it
quite stuck. No feat of strength or magic is great enough to
remove the items from this shrine. The items are magically bound.
To remove an item, one of equal or greater weight must be placed
on the shrine simultaneously.
The small claw appendage is the Salazarite Pincer of Protection.
Salazaraite Pincer of Protection
High Concept – Lucky Like a Rabbit’s Foot
Stunts – Once per day the player can use the luck of the pincer
for a reroll.
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ROOM 42
Room Aspect:
Tripping Over Legs

The air in the room is moving in a dry and breezy
flow that never seems to cease. Accompanying it is
the rank smell of decay. There is a large mass of something grey and rotting filling the center of the room.
As you walk through the room, pieces of tiny insectoid
legs and empty egg shells crunch underneath your
feet, echoing around the otherwise silent cavern.
Unmoving on the floor is a gigantic spider-like creature that fills almost the entire room. Six legs reach
out across the floor like the roots of an ancient tree.

A fallen Salazarite Queen lies dead on the floor from old age.
If the party examines the corpse it wiggles. Moments later a
different full grown Salazarite Queen bursts out of the abdomen.
This new Salazarite Queen screams triumphantly while slurping
up a bright-green gelatinous fluid from her fallen predecessor.
One or two other Salazarites may drop from the ceiling once
combat begins in defense of their new queen.
A Salazarite Queen will likely destroy a small or inexperienced
group of adventurers. If the GM decides to decrease the
challenge of this room boss then they may elect that the players
fight a normal Salazarite rather than the Salazarite Queen.

At the Player Request: Players may take this
opportunity to make an Investigation roll with an
Overcome Fair (+2) to discern a thick mass of webs
concealing a small alcove just off the chamber.
A thick mass of web covers over a small opening to what looks to
be a safe haven from the gigantic Salazarite Queen.
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ROOM 43
Room Aspect:
Salazarite Egg Hatchery

This cavernous room is well lit by torches nearing the
end of their burning life. Suspended a foot off the
ground by large, thick webbing are numerous eggs
speckled in red and orange. Each of the eggs is about
eighteen inches long.

At Player Request: Players may take this opportunity
to make a Lore roll with an Overcome Average (+1)
to know that these are Salazarite eggs. If the player
Succeeds with style then the adventurer is also aware
that these eggs are approaching the end of their
gestation, and are about to hatch.

There are 42 Salazarite eggs in this room. Each egg contains
approximately one hundred hatchlings. If the eggs hatch,
the newborns will not attack initially unless they smell blood
or are disturbed. These hatchlings will always attack the
smallest creature first and work their way up as a group to
the largest foe.
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ROOM 44
Room Aspect:
Even the Burnadazi Need Literacy

In this corridor you see a long, tall bookcase. The
shelves are fairly empty, housing only five books, a
couple of pieces of rolled up sealed parchment, and
an assortment of small skulls.

At Player Request: Players may take this opportunity
to make a Conjure roll with an Overcome Good (+3)
to reveal:

Both scrolls are infused with magic that you can feel
is restorative in nature.
A Success with style enables the flow of magic within to reveal
itself as being able to remove a stress or consequence brought on
by exhaustion.
Books in this area reveal lore on the Embreson rising in the
central chamber of the volcano from sacrifices made by his
worshipers. At the GM’s discretion hey can also contain
information about the campaign, magic items within the Fiery
Pits, or the events pertaining to specific character connections to
the material above.
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ROOM 45

Once you enter this small room it becomes apparent
you are in a supply closet. Hanging on spikes attached
to poorly built shelves are brooms, rakes, cloths,
chisels, and torches.
The closet is illuminated by two glowing torches.

At the Players Request: The players can make
a Notice or Investigation roll with an Overcome
Average (+1) to reveal that one of the torches has a
slight violet glow to it. If the adventurer Succeeds
with style it is revealed that it is not a flame, but a
brightly luminescent stone, warm to the touch.
This vibrant purple stone is the Gem Torch.
Gem Torch
High Concept – As Bright as a Torch But Does Not Burn
Stunt – Once per day, strike the center gem on a hard surface and
it will create a radiant violet light until it is struck again.
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ROOM 46
Room Aspects:
Enthralled in Ritual
An Ancient Magic Lurks Here

As you approach the room you hear chanting echoing
down the corridor.
Inside the room you see six Burnadazi forming a circle
and chanting in a low and foreboding tone. They stand
on a raised platform just off of the ground, all of the
Burnadazi facing the center of the circle.
Entranced by their own ritual, they are easy to sneak up on.
The Burnadazi are dressing a young male Sorcia in cloth
wrappings and soaking the wraps in oils which are slowly poured
from bronze decanters. They chant constantly as they do this.
The Sorcia appears to be drunk or drugged judging by his head
movement.
There are four Burnadazi and two Avatars of the Embreson. The
Sorcia they surround is Yakkom Hightunnel.
If the adventurers have an Augmentable Destabilizer (found in
the Break Through The Icy Divide) they may teleport to Room 58
at the GM’s discretion utilizing the symbol on the floor.
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ROOM 47
Room Aspect:
Bumbling Burnadazi on Break

Approaching the room down the corridor you can
hear some jovial chuckling.

Three Burnadazi are on break in a room with a barrel of mead,
a high top wood table, and five stools.

As you enter the room three Burnadazi scramble to
their feet, surprised at your presence They manage to
knock over two barstools as they fumble.

They drunkenly demand to know what the adventurers are doing
in their tunnels and begin moving aggressively towards the party,
one of them fumbling with the manacles hanging from his belt.
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ROOM 48
Room Aspect:
Only One Way Out

Approaching what looks to be a chamber is a giant,
stone-carved archway. Over the top of the archway is
a chiseled inscription that reads “Enter of your own
will and leave if you wish” in Revilian.
Outside of the entrance is a dingy and rusty armored
skeleton lying still and resting up against the wall. The
bones remain articulated in the pose in which they
perished. Long grey hairs droop out from under
the helmet.

At the Players Request: The players can make an
Investigation roll with an Overcome Good (+3) to
reveal the skeleton is that of a Draidemus.

Upon entering the chamber you see a large island
surrounded by a pool of bubbling lava. Perched atop
is a massive reptilian creature with a knobby, gnarled
shell. It has a long red beard poking out from under a
pronounced beak-like mouth. The island is barely large
enough to support the massive beast, and there is a
little hut that is dwarfed by the beast’s size.
Known for their captivating conversations, the Chelonid could talk
to the adventurers for days
This Chelonid is much larger than any the adventurers would have
encountered or heard about. The beak is very pronounced with
the addition of a long red beard and gnarled bony growths all
over its shell.
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If the adventurers are affected by the Chelonid’s Lost in
Time Aspect:
During the days-long diatribe the Ancient Chelonid recounts the
stories of the rise and fall of various Burnadazi Chieftains, the
relentless toil of the Basalites, and the delicious taste of young
Salazarite legs. It has access to any knowledge of the region
that you see fit. The Ancient Chelonid then tells the charmed
adventurers its life story, starting as a young Chelonid much
farther west in the Fiery Pits. If the adventurers ask any
questions of the Ancient Chelonid, it will answer to the best
of its knowledge, unless the party was “rude” by interrupting
one of its stories.
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ROOM 49
Room Aspect:
Overwhelming Stench

Before you get close to this room the a stink of rotten
bowels overtakes your senses.
Toilet holes and flying bugs surround you as the odor
penetrates your pores.
.
The players must make a Will roll with an Overcome
Fair (+2) to avoid vomiting and slowing their
movement.
If the party has not had an encounter recently you could add
one or two surprised Burnadazi who are currently using the
stinking pits.
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ROOM 50
Room Aspect:
Abandoned Camp

You enter into a wide open cavern scattered with tents
approximately 3 feet off of the ground.
Aside from the tents the area appears empty.

At the Players Request: The players can make an
Investigation roll with an Overcome Fair (+2) to
discover the Bag of Shards weighing down a corner
of one of the tents.

Bag of Shards
High Concept – There are Rocks & Minerals in This Bag
Stunt – Once per day a character can reach into the the
bag while envisioning any rock or mineral in any naturally
occurring form and withdraw it from the bag. Any precious
stones or metals are fake, and objects created from this bag
may not be used as spell components.
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ROOM 51
Room Aspects:
Carts Carry Away The Riches
Mining What’s Mine

As the party enters this large cavernous area,
you hear pickaxes clinking against the walls as
approximately two dozen Basalite miners are hard
at work, uninterested in your presence.
This is the Basalite equivalent to a farming for food. It is a facility
for mining metal ore, a Basalite food staple.

An assembly line of small carts on unsteady tracks
lead through discrete tunnels.

The carts are periodically loaded with ores that the miners have
excavated from the walls. The carts lead to a central distribution
center in Room 58. Disruption of the carts or the mining activities
draws the attention of the Basalites who stop mining and come to
investigate the disturbance.
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ROOM 52
Room Aspect:
Playful Atmosphere

As you enter the room you can see many torches in
this well-lit cavernous room. Horizontal bars are lining
the walls, with sets of large boulders stacked and sorted by increasing size. There are tables with gemstone
inlaid tiles, and small carved pieces. It appears to be
an unknown pattern blocking game. On the other
side of the room you can see three Basalites standing
across from each other playing a game of toss with a
polished, black stone.

The Basalites will invite the party to play unless they can see or
sense any gems taken from the Fiery Pits. The stone they are
throwing is smooth and flat on one side, and warm to the touch.
Warming Stone
High Concept – This Stone Gets To Hot To Handle
Stunts – Once per day this stone can be activated to heat like
a hot plate. The bearer of this stone gets a boost against cold
based attacks.
This grapefruit-sized polished stone appears to be made of
volcanic glass. It feels heavy for its size and is always warm,
as if it has been left in the sun on a hot day. On one side it
is perfectly flat.
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ROOM 53
Room Aspect:
Looted Armory

This branching and narrow corridor is dimly lit.
There is a slight light flickering down toward the
end of the hallway.

The weight of one adventurer in the north corridor, where
there is an alcove ending in a small pool of magma,
immediately triggers a trap. When this trap is triggered, the
bottom of the opposite wall begins to grind along the floor,
sweeping for the adventurers’ legs.
Down the other corridor, opposite of the exposed magma
pool, is a very obvious stone button on the wall. Pressing
this button will deactivate the trap.
As you step on to the the tile in front of you there is
a slight depression as it moves under your feet. From
behind you a wall comes sweeping you towards an
alcove with an exposed magma pool.

The players must make an Athletics roll with an
Overcome Great (+4) to avoid being swept into a pit
of lava by the moving wall.

If swept into the pit the adventurers will receive damage
from the lava for one round. Once the wall passes overhead
they can attempt to climb out.
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ROOM 54
Room Aspect:
So Bright & Loud It’s Hard to Focus

You are bombarded by resonant light and sounds of
ringing, which fills this giant chamber. At the head of
the room is an enormous crystalline altar-like statue,
surrounded by a meticulously arranged pile of
gemstones. Some are shining crystals, while others are
darker raw stones. The statue is carved from volcanic
glass, polished in a way that it seems to emanate light.
The ringing sound appears to be coming from the
statue, making it difficult to focus on its details.

At the Players Request: The players can make a Lore
roll with an Overcome Great (+4) to better understand
the sound-resonating nature of the gemstones. If they
succeed they will also see:

Upon inspection the glass statue is wearing an
expressionless, humanoid mask that looks to be made
up of hundreds of tiny mirrors.
Stacking the gemstones symbolizes the Basalites’ spiritual
connection to the volcanic mountains, and to the Embreson
himself. Throughout the room the light has a magical resonance.
It disrupts perception as it bends the light reflecting off the walls.
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ROOM 54

continued

A successful Lore roll with an Overcome Good (+3)
will remind the adventurer that the stacking of the
crystals symbolizes the Basalites’ spiritual connection
to the volcanic mountains and to the Embreson. If
this roll Succeeds with style, the player recalls the
first Basalites’ were forged from the mountain when
the Embreson went into hibernation.
Crystalline Mirror Mask
High Concept – Now’s Your Chance to Be Someone Else
Stunts – When wearing this mask the bearer gains a boost to
their Deceive if trying to be disguised as another species.
This mask looks as though it is made from hundreds of tiny
mirrors. They have all been arranged to form a expressionless,
vacant mask.
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ROOM 55
Room Aspect:
Fragile Eggs Everywhere

The room glows red, and warmth from the doorway
spills out into the connecting corridor.
As you enter the room, you see that it is clean and
orderly. Rows of nests made from fabric are sitting on
flat stone terraces.
One well armed Burnadazi stands in the middle of
the floor.

This is a Burnadazi Chieftain guarding his people’s nesting room.
There are one or two Burnadazi Avatars of the Embreson tending
to the eggs in one corner of the room.
Inside the nests, the Burnadazi eggs are nestled systematically to
allow for the maximum number of offspring in each flock.
If the Burnadazi Chieftain sees the adventurers he will blow his
warhorn, calling forth three additional Burnadazi and one
additional Burnadazi Chieftain. They will approach from the north
at the end of his turn. The Burnadazi will all prioritize keeping
their eggs intact over damaging the party.
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ROOM 56

This corridor is an open walkway through a crack
inside of the volcanic mountain. The passage is
darkened and narrow.
Looking towards the ceiling the fractured rock looks
like it extends forever upward. It is so dusty in here
that it seems to have collected in patches of webbing
along the length of the tunnel.

Players can make a Notice roll with an Overcome Fair
(+2) to realize the webbing is that of a Salazarite.

If the party is making any noise or disturbing the webbing while
they travel through this passage, the Salazarite will be aware of
them, immediately attacking from above. There may be up to 3
Salazarites and 1 Salazarite Queen in this encounter, depending
on the party’s power level.
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ROOM 57
Room Aspect:
Long Tables Fill The Messy Room

As you enter this room, you notice that it has a truly
odd shape. Long tables lie broken in disheveled rows
looking as though they have not been cleaned in years.
Chairs are scattered and in need of serious repair.
If the party searches around the room, the adventurers will find
2 copper pieces on the floor and 1 silver piece that has been half
eaten. There is nothing to eat in here for a non-Basalite.
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ROOM 58
Room Aspect:
Carts on Tracks Full of Ore

Small carts brimming with the ore mined from the
Fiery Pits move on metal tracks, converging onto a
platform. Here in this extremely large room they are
being unloaded by two burly Basalites.
In the center of the room where the carts intersect,
stands a third Basalite who appears to be carefully
counting the carts.

Sludge, the Basalite foreman, is head of this operation and has
been for a long time. He will notify the guards if he thinks the
party has intentions of taking gemstones out of the mines or is
carrying any gems on them. According to Sludge, the frequency
of cart deliveries has been slowing steadily for some time.
He suspects a tunnel blockage is inhibiting one of his mines. He
is concerned, and hopes that at some point the track system
through the Basalite mines can be better maintained. Sludge
knows of only one other set of tracks actively transporting
ore between the mining operation and Basalite food
distribution center.
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ROOM 59
Room Aspect:
Caution Falling Rocks

Walking down the corridor you see what appears to
be a caved-in section of tunnel. Medium and large
rocks are blocking the hallway, preventing passage.
Something shiny catches your eye beneath the rubble.

At Player Request: The adventurers may choose to
exert the necessary labor for clearing the rubble. A
successful Physique roll with an Overcome Fair (+2)
will begin clearing debris. Players clearing debris
must then make a Notice roll with an Overcome Great
(+4) to see the imminent collapse of the rock walls in
the cave to avoid them.

At Player Request: Players may take this opportunity
to make a Tinkering roll to explain how to properly
excavate the tunnel without causing the ceiling
to collapse.
Once the path is cleared:
Underneath the rubble pile you find a section of the small track
that the Basalites have been using to transport the ores. There
is a broken trolley fully loaded with a haul of silver and gold ore.
The Basalites would probably prefer it if the adventurers returned
their ore to bolster their waning food supply.
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NPCs

N’poc

N’poc is a roguish Grinataur explorer who entered
the Fiery Pits in search of the gemstones famously
mined there. He was unfortunate enough to have
been mining his first big find just as a patrol of
Basalites discovered him.
N’poc is rough around the edges and slightly dirty.
Unlike many Grinataur, he does not wear a bone
mask. His clothes are torn and ragged.
High Concept: Antiquities Hunter
Searching for Lost Treasures
Trouble: Can’t Let a Shiny
Thing Go
ASPECTS
I See The Flaws – So familiar with crafting
that he can see imperfections
A Place for Everything – N’poc can carry
more than most and none of it in his hands
Signat – Unspoken language using gestures

STUNTS
Now You See Me, Now You Don’t – N’poc can
disappear in plain sight as long as there are
shadows close by unnoticed.
My Stealth is My Defense – Once per scene
N’poc can use Stealth instead of Fight to defend.

SKILLS
Stealth (+6) Fantastic
Fight (+3) Good

Notice (+4) Great
Athletics (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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NPCs

Old Eoj

Old Eoj is an elderly Burnadazi pining for an age past. Long
ago, he would train fighters to battle unworthy prisoners in
the arena for sport. In recent years his
kinsmen have been raising Salarzarites for
use in the arena. Old Eoj doesn’t believe
there is a place for Salazarites in
the arena and has been training
dangerous-looking adventurers
to eradicate them. He often
places wagers on those he
trains knowing they are
aware of the Salazarite’s
weaknesses.
High Concept:
Old Burnadazi Trainer Who
Shows Others The Ropes
ASPECTS
Careless Rage – Old Eoj is prone to rage and can
recklessly attack two players in one round

STUNTS
Foaming at the Mouth – On first attack of someone not
from the Fiery Pits, Old Eoj get an extra bite attack with
their melee attack

SKILLS
Fight, Sword/Bite (+4) Great
Physique (+3) Good

Athletics (+4) Great
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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NPCs

Votax Daggertongue

Votax assists and manipulates people
he encounters for personal gain. As a
former informant to the Burnadazi he will
attempt to manipulate the party, perhaps
betraying them as one last opportunity to
get in the graces of his captors. He fears
for his life, as he knows he has failed the
Burnadazione too many times. He does
his best to seem unworthy of sacrifice to
the Embreson.
High Concept: Snitchin Ain’t Easy,
But the Gold Is Gold
Trouble: Decieved the Burnadazi
One Too Many Times
ASPECTS
There’s Value There – Votax knows the value of something
even if its not always correct
Smaller Than I Look – Votax can squeeze through places
smaller than you’d think

STUNTS
I’m Good For It – Once per session, Votax can invoke
an Aspect related to trade, money, or similar in an
appropriate situation for free; this stacks with any free
invocations gained by other means.

SKILLS
Rapport (+4) Great
Contacts (+3) Good

Notice (+3) Good
Deceive (+3) Good
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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NPCs

Grissow Tarnstock

Grissow is an emaciated Sorcia who
has been starved for days in his
holding cell. He traveled to the
Fiery Pits in search of his best
friend, Yaku Hightunnel. On his
quest he was captured by the
Burnadazi. Today he was chosen
to be dumped into the pit and
fed to the Salazarite.
High Concept: Member of High
Court of Dalakbruel, Foreign
to the Adventuring Life
Motivations: Will Do Anything
To Get Back Home

ASPECTS
To Smart for My Own Good – Grissow always thinks he is
right, and a good chunk of the time he is

STUNTS
Playing Sorcia – Once per scene the Grissow can reduce
a consequence taken from an attack by one step by
appearing dead until the end of the scene or if he chooses
to get up

SKILLS
Tinker (+5) Superb
Alchemy (+3) Good

Resources (+4) Great
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Sefir

Sefir the Ttarps has information
about Basalite habits and a
treasure hoard. He has been
archiving Basalite habits for a
three-week study when he was
picked up by a raiding party.
High Concept: The Knowledge
Must Be Documented
Motivations: Biding My Time,
My Books Are Overdu

ASPECTS
Culture of Archivists
Quite Small

STUNTS
Ttarps Vast Knowledge – Sefir can learn any language if
he studies a reasonably sized written or printed sample of
it for a few minutes.

SKILLS
Lore +4 Great
Provoke +3 Good
Stealth +2 Fair

Investigate +3 Good
Conjure +2 Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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NPCs

Basalite Captain

The Basalite Captain is the head of the
Basalite watch. He will escalate the
situation to violence after three direct
refusals to submit to a search to hand
over gems he believes are in the party’s
possession, or if the adventurers attempt
to leave with any gems.
High Concept: Dedicated
Protector of The Fiery Pits
Motivation: Keep the Gems
Safe Where They Are

ASPECTS
Family Jewels – The gems grow inside of the Fiery Pits
and that is where they belong. If they see a player with
gems from inside this can be invoked to pull the gems
through magnetic magic.
You Bring the Heat – Can summon magic from the god of
fire and passion

STUNTS
Death from Above – Basalites can drop from the ceiling
for a surprise attack giving them a +2 bonus.
Rally the Troops – Once per scene the Captain can let out
a cry to call Basalites within two Zones.

SKILLS
Lore, Embreson (+5) Superb
Stealth (+4) Great
Conjure (+3) Good		 Fight (+3) Good
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Yaku Hightunnel

Yaku Hightunnel is an unconscious
Sorcia in oil soaked wrappings. She
is the daughter of one of the Sorcia
high council members taken in
one of the Burnadazi raids
High Concept: Daughter of High
Council Member, Unaccustomed
to the Adventuring Life
Motivations: Just Wait Untill
Father Hears of This

ASPECTS
To Smart for My Own Good – Yaku thinks she is always
right, and a good chunk of the time she is

STUNTS
Lost in Thought – Once per scene, Yaku can stumble
through and Overcome Action using Tinker or with a +2
bonus to the roll (she spends a Fate point, she can do it
again in the same scene)

SKILLS
Lore (+5) Superb
Tinker (+3) Good

Resources (+4) Great
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Yakkom Hightunnel

Yakkom is a young Sorcian male in his early
twenties. If you rescue him he pleads with
you to help him find and rescue his youngest
sister, Yaku who was taken by a Burnadazi
raiding party. Yaku is still within the Fiery
Pits and Yakkom will not be persuaded to
leave without with her. Yakkom will offer a
handsome reward for the safe return of his
sister, to be paid by his father.
Yakkom is tall and lanky for a Sorcia. His
clothes underneath the wrappings are fine,
albeit ripped and stained from his travels
in the Fiery Pits and doused in oil from the
sacrificing ritual he narrowly escaped.
High Concept: Black Sheep of Elite Family
Motivations: Must Prove His Worth, Must
Rescue His Sister
ASPECTS
To Smart for My Own Good – Yakkom always thinks he is
right, and a good chunk of the time he is

STUNTS
Lost in Thought – Once per scene, Yakkom can stumble
through and Overcome Action using Tinker or with a +2
bonus to the roll (he can spend a Fate point, he can do it
again in the same scene)

SKILLS
Rapport (+5) Superb
Tinker (+3) Good

Resources (+4) Great
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Basalite
Basalites stand approximately three
feet tall. Their teeth, which jut out
from their under-bite, and their
yellowed eyes are often the only clues
revealing their “location when
camouflaged in the volcanoes. The
upper torso of a Basalite looks as
though it is formed from the rocks
inside of the Fiery Pits with veins of
lava constantly flowing around their
bodies. The lava then moves down into
their lower half where they take on a
slug-like appearance, even leaving
behind a similar iridescent trail as
they travel.

ASPECTS
Family Jewels – The gems grow inside of the Fiery Pits
and that is where they belong. If they see a player with
gems from inside this can be invoked to pull the gems
through magnetic magic.
You Bring the Heat – Can summon magic from the god of
fire and passion
You Can’t Burn Me

STUNTS
Death from Above – Basalites can drop from the ceiling
for a surprise attack giving them a +2 bonus

SKILLS
Lore, Embreson (+5) Superb
Conjure (+3) Good

Stealth (+4) Great
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Burnadazi

Burnadazi are between eight to nine feet in height when
fully stretched out. Although most of the time their posture will keep them hunched over or squatting about five
feet in height. They have small rock-like scales covering
their backs from their heads to the small of their backs.
They wear little clothing due to the temperatures of the
Fiery Pits with the exception
of armor. The armor a
Burnadazi wears is
crafted from his own
kills. Apart from
protection, armor
is also a personal
showing of
the strength
of their
conquests.

ASPECTS
Careless Rage – Burnadazi are prone
to rage and can recklessly attack two players in one round

STUNTS
Foaming at the Mouth – On first attack of someone not
from their region, Burnadazi get an extra bite attack with
their melee attack

SKILLS
Fight, Sword/Bite (+4) Great
Athletics (+4) Great
Physique (+3) Good
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Burnadazi Chieftain

ASPECTS
Careless Rage – Burnadazi are prone to rage and can
recklessly attack two players in one round

STUNTS
Leader of the Pack – When speaking to other Burnadazi,
the Chieftain gives a boost to their attacks as long as his
voice can be heard.

SKILLS
Fight, Sword/Bite (+4) Great
Provoke (+3) Good

Athletics (+4) Great
Physique (+3) Good
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Burnadazi Avatar of the Embreson

ASPECTS
You Bring the Heat – Can control the elements of heat and
fire by calling upon the magic of the Embreson

SKILLS
Conjure (+5) Superb
Deceive (+3) Good

Will (+4) Great
Physique (+3) Good
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

1

3
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Chelonid

Chelonids have a large, sharp beak that can easily crush
bone in a single snap. Their large protective shell covering
their backs is stronger than most armors, and is often used
as a shield by those who find the remains of a deceased
Chelonid. Their claws are sharp enough to burrow holes
in solid rock and make loud tapping noises when walking
across dry solid surfaces. Chelonids are born with their
shells about four inches in diameter and quickly grow to
forty-eight inches during their first few years. After that the
growth slows tremendously, but they will continue to grow
at a slow pace their entire life. Chelonids of the Fiery Pits are
impervious to heat and often swim in the lava.

ASPECTS
Lost in Time – Characters become so enthralled in
conversation that they lose track of time. On a successful
role the Chelonid captures the players attention for a span
of time determined by the GM. When a Chelonid Succeeds
with Style players lose one whole day and must role again
the next day.

STUNTS
Stuck on You – Once per scene the beak do a
consequence instead of a stress
Safe House – Can go inside its shell for +4 Physique

SKILLS
Rapport (+5) Superb
Physique (+3) Good

Lore (+4) Great
Fight (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

3

1

4
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Chelonid, Ancient

ASPECTS
Lost in Time – Characters become so enthralled in
conversation that they lose track of time. On a successful
role the Chelonid captures the players attention for a span
of time determined by the GM. When a Chelonid Succeeds
with Style players lose one whole day and must role again
the next day.

STUNTS
Stuck on You – Twice per scene the beak do a
consequence instead of a stress
Safe House – Can go inside its shell for +6 Physique

SKILLS
Rapport (+8) Legendary
Physique (+5) Superb

Lore (+7) Epic
Fight (+4) Great
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

3

1

4
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Salazarite

Far more terrifying than any spider, these vile beasts can leap
ten times their length. That can be quite the jump, considering
that the oldest known Salazarites are almost twenty feet tall.
Their six eyes move independently of one another, allowing
the Salazarite to see in almost every direction. Their top side
is covered in a hard bone-like
exoskeleton, while underneath
their torso is a soft
and leathery
ribbed texture.

ASPECTS
Call of the Wild – Silent cry to hail nearby Salazarites

STUNTS
Bone Crusher – If 5 feet or larger, once per scene the
pincers do a consequence instead of a stress
Fire Resistant – Unless completely submerged in fire/lava

SKILLS
Athletics, Jump (+5) Superb
Fight, Pincers (+2) Fair

Stealth (+3) Good
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Salazarite, Queen

The Queen is always the largest Salazarite in a community.
ASPECTS
Call my Children – Silent cry to command nearby Salazarites

STUNTS
Bone Crusher – Twice per scene the pincers do a
consequence instead of a stress
Fire Resistant – Unless completely submerged in fire/lava

SKILLS
Athletics, Jump (+7) Epic
Physique (+4) Great

Fight, Pincers (+5) Superb
Stealth (+2) Fair
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

3

1

4
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Salazarite, Hatchling Swarm

ASPECTS
Consume – Working together a swarm can overpower

SKILLS
Athletics, Jump (+3) Good
Stealth (+1) Average

Fight, Pincers (+1) Average
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

1

2
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Snikwah

Snikwahs’ backs are coated in golden orange scales while
their leathery underbellies have more silver tones. Their
snouts come to a sharp point on both the top and the
bottom, allowing for multiple ways to pierce any who try to
attack them. Lining their spines are large
bone fins that at times can be seen
skimming above the surface as the
Snikwah swim through the lava,
using the end of their tails as a
rudder. As Snikwahs age and
their wings develop, they also
grow hands used for crawling
and climbing when
not in the lava.

ASPECTS
Mostly Armless – Can use wings to create a wave of lava
or a strong gust of wind
Double Trouble – When spitting lava, a tail attack can be
invoked in the same action

STUNTS
Mouth Full of Lava – Every other round the Snikwah can
dive into lava and take a mouthful to spit the following
round at players. +2 heat damage on Fight skill

SKILLS
Fight, Teeth/Claws/Tail (+6) Fantastic
Athletics, Flight/Swim (+5) Superb
Physique (+4) Great
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

3

1

4
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Snikwah, Ancient

ASPECTS
Mostly Armless – Can use wings to create tidal waves of
lava or a hurricane strength gust of wind
Double Trouble – When spitting lava, a tail attack can be
invoked in the same action

STUNTS
Mouth Full of Lava – Every round the Snikwah can dive
into lava and take a mouthful to spit the following round at
players. +4 heat damage on Fight skill

SKILLS
Fight, Teeth/Claws/Tail (+8) Legendary
Athletics, Flight/Swim (+7) Epic
Physique (+5) Superb
MENTAL STRESS (Will)

PHYSICAL STRESS (Physique)

1

2

3

1

4
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Magic Items
Bag of Shards
High Concept – There are Rocks & Minerals in This Bag
Stunt – Once per day a character can reach into the the
bag while envisioning any rock or mineral in any naturally
occurring form and withdraw it from the bag.Any precious
stones or metals are fake, and objects created from this bag
may not be used as spell components.
Basalite Key to the City
High Concept – A Key for Every Lock
Stunts – Once Per Day the key can be inserted into a lock the
shape always matches and the key turns with a satisfying click.
Chelonid Shell Carving
High Concept – Even a Chelonid’s Shell is Charming
Stunt – Once per scene, in a conflict the bearer of this shell will be
the last to be attacked through physical or verbal means gaining
a (+2) on a Rapport skill rolls.

Crystalline Mirror Mask
High Concept – Now’s Your Chance to Be Someone Else
Stunts – When wearing this mask the bearer gains a boost to
their Deceive if trying to be disguised as another species.
This mask looks as though it is made from hundreds of tiny
mirrors. They have all been arranged to form a expressionless,
vacant mask.
Embreson’s Box of Secrets
High Concept – Space Inside is Bigger Than it Looks, If You Can
Open It
Stunts – Storage Space: Can hold up to 1 cubic foot worth
of items
This magical container is composed of polished brass and is covered with a series of intricate latches, hinges and hooks, featuring
an ornate reptilian-looking skull as a main clasp. It fits in the palm
of a hand.
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Gem Torch
High Concept – As Bright as a Torch But Does Not Burn
Stunt – Once per day, strike the center gem on a hard surface and
it will create a radiant violet light until it is struck again.
Ring of the Flaming Avatar
High Concept – Ancient Ring Carved of Sacred Gems From the
FIery Pits
Stunts – Fireproof: The wearer of this ring can goes unharmed by
fire damage
Hot as a Volcano: Once per day the wearer’s hands can be as hot
as boiling lava
Sonic Disruption Crystal
High Concept – Strike This and All Will Quiet
Stunts – Once per day the Crystal can be struck on a hard surface
to absorb all sound within a forty foot radius for three rounds.
This gleaming, almost transparent gem seems to induce a slight
ringing in your ears when you hold it tightly. It appears to be
cracked internally, as if primed to shatter.
Warming Stone
High Concept – This Stone Gets To Hot To Handle
Stunts – Once per day this stone can be activated to heat like
a hot plate. The bearer of this stone gets a boost against cold
based attacks.
This grapefruit-sized polished stone appears to be made of volcanic glass. It feels heavy for its size and is always warm, as if it has
been left in the sun on a hot day. On one side it is perfectly flat.
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Cardography Layout
Original Layout
If you are going to play the campaign in its original format, this is
the order the cards should be organized.
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Cardography Layout
Random Adventure
Create your own map. Allow the cards to be arranged any way
you see fit. Turn them, twist them, anything that helps make the
dungeon your own!
Below is one example with endless possibilities!
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The perfect companion for your
favorite role playing game

3 NEW DECKS COming to Kickstarter AUGUST 2018!
Check out cardographycards.com for more info
®
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